Consider the special case of a finite morphism /: Ψ n -• Ψ n . For instance / is given by raising the homogeneous coordinates to the kth power. Then we have an essentially unique choice of D and f~ιD.
Our result is a strong version of the above problem. When rank W = 2 this is due to Barth [5] .
THEOREM l.IfW is a strongly stable bundle on F n , then f*W is strongly stable.
By Theorem 1 in characteristic zero we need only see that f*W is indecomposable. One may apply this in particular to the MumfordHorrocks' bundle on P 4 and thereby produce many other rank two bundles on P 4 
If n = 1 then 3Γ has a Hermitian-Einstein metric for some Hermitian metric coχ on X. Thus /*3Γ has a Hermitian-Einstein metric for the degenerate metric /Vz on Y which vanishes at the ramification points of /. Let ^ c f*W be a coherent sheaf of rank /, which we may assume is a subbundle as Y is a smooth curve. Thus h f*W corresponding to the inclusion but this sheaf has zero curvature. As usual we see that 9* is a direct summand of f*W.
For the inductive step let X' be a general hyperplane section of X of large degree. Then W\ x < is stable by the restriction theorem of Mehta-Ramanathan [1] . ByBertini f~ι{X') = Y f is smooth. Trivially 
) has only one non-negative element which is zero and S(l) has non-negative elements if I < 0.
Proof. The point (c) follows from (b) by looking to the isomorphism of global sections Γ(P*,<f r (/))= 0 Γ(P», <f r (m)).
meS(l)
To prove (a) first note that / is affine as f~ι(Yi Φ 0) = (F t Φ 0) is affine. Thus (a) follows from (b Now we want to prove that f*W is strongly stable of slope k μ with respect to D where kD ~ /*2Γ. Let J? be an invertible sheaf on F n such that Γ(Ψ n , -S^" 1 <g> Λ 7 /*^1 ^ 0 for 0 < ί < ranker. Then we need to show that deg-S* < ikμ. Let 3* = Write I = kr-s where 0 < s < k. Then
= Γ(P" , <*-(-*)) Θ /* fo
As ^* is strongly stable we get +rm < iμ for some m e S(-s) where m < 0 unless 5 = 0 then m < 0. Thus degoS* = / = kr
which is what we wanted. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
Splitting of bundles. Let
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